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Rare Diseases 



Less than 5 in 10,000 
people in Europe 



~7,000 
rare diseases
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300 million people



But individually rare 



7"

Why am I telling 
you all this? 



The rare disease field has 
changed the way we do 

medicine… 



… and opened the 
door to personalized 

medicine 
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Some particularities and 
challenges of working 

with rare diseases 



80%  
of rare diseases have a 

genetic cause



But very hard to diagnose 

"When you hear hoofbeats, think of 
horses not zebras"



4.8 years !
to find a diagnosis!

7.3 physicians !
To get an accurate diagnosis!



Require a different 
business model



“Orphan drug 
designation” 

Often 
command 

higher prices •  Tax benefits
•  7-10 years market exclusivity
•  Regulatory advice
•  Fee exempt
•  Grants



Often means re-using drugs, 
not developing new ones



A whole different 
level of patient 
engagement



Working for patients



Working with patients



#ImpatientRevolution
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Challenges 
 

Solutions 



Important trends



DIAGNOSTICS  
in the era of unique 

phenotypes and patient 
empowerment 



Powered by data… 


…and technology





Low numbers = large databases 
Challenge too large = collaboration 



Standards, ethics… 

Data sharing 



Patient 
hospital"

Disease 
registry"

Clinical trial 
registry"

Academic 
study"

Another!
study"



ESHG 2015 Conference Press Release: !
!

People want access to their 
own genomic data, even 
when uninterpretable!
03.Jun.2015"



American Hospital 
Association
1973, revised 1992

THE 
PATIENT’S 
BILL OF 
RIGHTS



Heath data must !
be shared!



… in particular with !
the patient!!

(even if they don’t understand it)!



What rare disease 
patients are doing 



Patient portal!

Genotype!
Clinical history!
Symptom tracking!
Pharmacology!
Sleep quality!
Other biometric!

Studies"

Registry"

Clinical trial 
registry"

Physicians"

Health care data 2.0"

The patient owns the data 

DYNAMIC!
REAL PICTURE"



Health care data 2.0"

Piloting the use 
of patient portals 
in clinical trials

With the Dravet Syndrome 
Foundation in Spain



TREATMENTS 
in the era of unique 

phenotypes and patient 
empowerment 



Patient 2.0



Patients have access to 
information.

Talk to each other on-
line.

Want to lead their 
disease management.

Are proactive.



DIY approach



Doctors don’t 
know the cause?

Find where to do and interpret 
whole exome sequencing

Find genetic 
cause

Drug already 
exists?

DIY diagnosis and drug development

Repurpose / 
off-label

Repurpose / 
off-label

Drug already 
exists?

Need to develop 
new drugs?

Start a 
company

Patient-driven 
drug discovery



for science





We need the  23andMe 
of rare diseases / 

personalized medicine



Access to technology platforms 
and compound libraries



For rare diseases and 
personalized medicine



Not available today, but it is going 
to happen.



Many ways to create a 
one-stop-shop

•  A government-sponsored program at a centralized 
location (like a personalized medicine institute).

•  An international collaboration program by the EC-
NIH or IRDiRC involving multiple centers.

•  A network of independently-supported service 
providers (think Amazon).



8 main 

messages
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Personalized medicine is 
an extension of what 

we’ve been doing in rare 
diseases 
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It requires extra 
collaborations 



(to source enough data)
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It relies on new 
technologies 



(-OMICs, phenotypic data, AI) 



52"

It requires real-world data


(patient-reported data) 
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The power balance 
between physicians and 
patients will turn around


(scientists partner with patients)



54"

Many “personalized 
medicine” drugs will follow 

the orphan regulatory 
route 



55"

Many diseases will 
experience “orphanization” 

as we develop disease-
targeting drugs



56"

Technologies and 
scientist will need to be 

available to meet the 
needs of Patient 2.0 
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